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Introduction 
‘When something can be read without effort, great effort has gone into its writing’ – Enrique 
Jardiel Poncela 

‘Easy reading is damn hard writing’ – Nathaniel Hawthorne 

The act of writing and editing for Eurofound – whether research reports, policy briefs, articles or 
blog posts – involves communicating to a greater or lesser degree with an audience. Our target 
audience consists mainly of EU and national policymakers, including representatives of 
governments, trade union bodies and employer bodies across the 27 EU Member States. Authors 
and editors of Eurofound material need to bear in mind that this audience is made up largely of 
people who are non-academic, often very short of time and non-native English speakers.  

Eurofound strives to deliver its research, ideas and experience in the clearest, most accessible 
language and this style guide is intended to help authors and editors to communicate Eurofound’s 
work in this way. It sets out important standards, rules and conventions for writing, editing and 
creating print and online publications in English. Some of the rules are based on those applied 
uniformly across EU institutions, originating in the Interinstitutional Style Guide of the EU 
Publications Office. Others have been formulated according to English language conventions 
outlined in the style guides of publications such as the Economist and The Guardian. Where possible, 
the guide has been adapted to reflect the type of research material produced by Eurofound.  

The guide is designed to be used by all Eurofound authors – both internal and external – and those 
who are involved in the process of editing the different products. Use of the style guide will help 
Eurofound to deliver high-quality information products and so increase our visibility and influence as 
part of the overall strategic objective ‘to provide scientifically sound, unbiased, timely and policy 
relevant knowledge that contributes to better informed polices to improve living and working 
conditions and strengthen cohesion in a changing Europe’. Applying our style consistently is a 
fundamental element of quality. Please take the time to read and absorb the content of our style 
guide and apply it in your work. If you require additional information or assistance, please contact 
the Editing team.  

 

 ‘Neither I nor most economists are going to make the effort of puzzling through difficult writings 
unless we’re given some sort of proof of concept — a motivating example, a simple and effective 
summary, something to indicate that the effort will be worthwhile. … And it has always been this 
way. Keynes’s General Theory is a famously difficult book — but it opens with three sparkling 
chapters, a sort of book within the book, that gives readers a very good sense of where he’s going 
and why it matters. What every economist, and for that matter every writer on any subject, needs to 
realize is that unless you are a powerful person and people are looking for clues about what you’ll do 
next, nobody has to read what you write — and lecturing them about what they’re missing doesn’t 
help. You have to provide the hook, the pitch, whatever you want to call it, that pulls them in. It’s 
part of the job.’  

Paul Krugman – Nobel prize-winning economist  

http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-000100.htm
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Abbreviations and acronyms 
As a general rule, avoid abbreviations (the shortened form of a word or phrase) or acronyms (words 
formed from the initial letters of a phrase). Where their use is unavoidable, they should be kept to a 
strict minimum and should be spelled out at first instance in the publication.  

It can be useful to include a table at the start of a Eurofound publication with a list of abbreviations 
used and their expanded form. 

See Annex 2 for a list of abbreviations and acronyms that are frequently used in Eurofound 
publications.  

Usage  
Some terms are almost always written as abbreviations, such as BBC, EU, IBM, MEP, Mr; these do 
not need to be spelled out in text. Other abbreviations should be spelled out on first use, followed 
by the abbreviation in brackets. Thereafter, use the short form only.  

The social partners were asked about reforms and policy initiatives included in the country-
specific recommendations (CSRs).  

The social partners were also asked to elaborate on why some CSRs have not been fully realised. 

 

In reports, given that many readers may read only the introduction, conclusions and the executive 
summary, it can be helpful to repeat the expanded form (again, giving the abbreviation in brackets) 
in the conclusions, or in a chapter summary (if one is provided). Less familiar abbreviations should be 
avoided altogether if they appear only sparsely.  

Two-word phrases – such as ‘working time’, which is sometimes shortened to WT – should not be 
abbreviated.  

Avoid the overuse of Latin abbreviations such as ‘e.g.’, ‘i.e.’ and ‘etc.’ (And the use of ibid, idem, 
inter alia, loc. cit. and op. cit. should be avoided entirely.) 

Do not use ampersands (&) to replace the word ‘and’ in running text and headings. Exceptions are 
terms and company names in which an ampersand is conventionally used.  

Marks & Spencer Standard & Poor’s  

 

Ampersands may also be used in tables when space is limited. It should be noted that no space is 
added on either side of an ampersand used in an initialism.  

R&D   S&P 500  M&S  
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Initialisms and acronyms  
An initialism is an abbreviation formed from the first letters of a term, such as the US and the EESC; 
an acronym is an initialism pronounced as if it were a word, such as NASA and OSHA. Initialisms are 
often spelled in all capitals, even if the original phrase is in lower case. However, conventions for the 
formation and spelling of initialisms vary, especially with proprietary names, so use an appropriate 
guide (a dictionary, a style guide or an organisation’s own materials) to style the abbreviation.  

management information system (MIS)  

World Health Organization (WHO)  

Department of Health and Children (DoHC)  

 

Put acronyms of over five letters into lower case and capitalise the first letter; this applies even to 
organisation names that the organisation itself spells in all caps, such as Unesco and Interreg.  

Note the capitalisation for: BusinessEurope. 

Initialisms normally take an article (‘the’, ‘a’ or ‘an’) whereas acronyms do not. 

The EWCS is referenced in work by Cedefop, the ILO …  

The measure has been supported by NATO and the UN …  

 

Form the plural of an initialism by adding a lower case ‘s’ at the end, regardless of how the plural is 
created in the full term. An apostrophe is not used.  

NGOs (non-government organisations)  

M&As (mergers and acquisitions)  

MEPs (Members of the European Parliament)  

 

See also Organisation names in HTML. 

Full stops in abbreviations  
Avoid full stops in initialisms and most abbreviations.  

ERM   Acme Ltd   Dr Smith    

ILO   et al    St Peter’s Square  

 

Exceptions include initials in people’s names (note the space). 

H. G. Wells   Alice B. Toklas  
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Some abbreviations traditionally take a full stop, as the examples below show.  

ed.   editor (Note: plural is eds) 

n.a.   not applicable  

n.d.  no data  

p.   page  

pp.  pages  

vol.   volume 

 

Brackets  
See Parentheses 
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Capitalisation 

Usage  
Capitalisation is writing words with an initial capital letter (or ‘upper case’). Use capitalisation 
sparingly, generally just for proper names (the names of things), both formal and informal: political 
and state bodies, companies, programmes, events, publications and so on.  

European Parliament  

European Semester 

EU Programme for Employment and Social Innovation (EaSI) 

Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 

 

For more information on capitalisation in EU terminology, see the section EU terms under 
‘Terminology’. 

For information on capitalisation in national-level institutions, see National bodies. 

Generic political entities are not capitalised.  

The Polish government maintained cut-price electricity …  

All three companies are owned by the state.  

In Ireland, the parliament has debated the issue extensively. 

Capitalise the names of political parties, even where the formal name of the party is not used, but 
not political ideologies or orientations.  

the Social Democratic Party  the Social Democrats  

the Green Party   a socialist perspective  

a conservative position  communism  

 

Locations based on compass points are not capitalised; recognised names for regions are.  

The company has acquired operations in central and eastern Europe.  

The Middle East is an important market for services.  

The dominance of the West in economic markets …  

 

In some cases, that distinction may not be clear – eastern Europe, for instance. Eurofound spells it 
with a lower-case ‘e’. 
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Sentence case in titles and headings  
Write titles, headings and subheadings in sentence case, using initial capital letters only for the first 
word and proper nouns in the main title and subtitle (if there is one).  

Working conditions for employees with disabilities  

New directions for the Working Time Directive  

Flexicurity: Actions at company level  

 

For more guidance on capitalisation, see  

• Names and titles  
• Terminology 
• Book, report and periodical titles 
• Conference and event titles 
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Countries and EU Member States  
(Back to EU terms) 

Note that the term ‘Member State’ is written with initial capitals on each word.  

Use the usual given names, not official titles, when referring to countries.  

 Austria   Republic of Austria  

Belgium  Kingdom of Belgium  

Greece   Hellenic Republic 

 

Use an alphabetical order in lists, in figures and in tables of Member States.  

Case studies were conducted in five countries: Cyprus, Hungary, Poland, Portugal and Sweden.  

 

However, when the intention is to give the ranked value of some indicator (such as unemployment), 
countries should be arranged in ascending or descending order according to the value (even if the 
ordering is implicit).  

Autonomous teams are more common in Denmark (38%), Sweden (34%) and Finland (33%).  

 

Note: In light of this, an editor should look at the context before imposing an alphabetical order 
on a list of countries provided by an author. 

 

Notes on specific Member States 
Baltic states  

The ‘s’ in Baltic states is lower case.  

Czechia 

Refer to Czechia, not the Czech Republic.  

Germany  

Do not use East Germany and West Germany except in a historical sense. Where a distinction is 
necessary between the new and old federal states, use eastern Germany and western Germany.  

Ireland  

Not Éire, Southern Ireland or the Republic of Ireland. (Éire is Ireland in the Irish language.)  
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The Netherlands  

Not Holland (North Holland and South Holland are two of the 12 provinces in the Netherlands), and 
the ‘t’ on ‘the’ is not capitalised. (‘Netherlands’ will suffice in tables.)  

Slovakia  

Refer to Slovakia, not the Slovak Republic.  

Cities and regions  
Use descriptive phrases to indicate more precisely where cities and regions are located, especially if 
they are not well known to the reader.  

Espoo, in the south of Finland 

 

Use the anglicised forms of city names where they are well known. 

Ghent for Gent (Dutch) Gand (French)  

Gothenburg for Göteborg (Swedish) 

Prague for Praha (Czech) 

 

Where there are no anglicised forms, use the original-language name with accents.  

Wrocław  Gijón   Malmö   Łódź  

 

Other countries 

United Kingdom 
Not Great Britain; use the United Kingdom (UK) for first use and then the UK. For tables and figures, 
UK does not need to have ‘the’ precede it. The UK refers to the entire country (England, Scotland 
and Wales are Great Britain; England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are the United 
Kingdom.)  

The British Isles is a geographical description that includes Ireland, the UK and the UK’s Crown 
Dependencies – the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands – which are not part of the UK.  

When referring to the UK and Ireland, use the country names, not ‘British Isles’ and avoid the cluster 
name ‘Anglo-Saxon’ to refer to English-speaking countries such as Ireland and the UK (Anglophone is 
a better alternative). If talking about devolved governments in the UK, ‘government’ is then 
capitalised, being the name of the national body: ‘Scottish Government’, ‘Welsh Government’. 
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Note: The UK was a Member State until 31 January 2020 when it withdrew from the EU. As of 
December 2020, most Eurofound reports and working papers include the following disclaimer 
on the copyright page:  

Research carried out prior to the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union on 31 January 2020, 
and published subsequently, may include data relating to the 28 EU Member States. Following this 
date, research only takes into account the 27 EU Member States (EU28 minus the UK), unless 
specified otherwise. 

Candidate countries  
As of January 2021, there are five candidate countries:  

• Albania 
• North Macedonia 
• Montenegro  
• Serbia 
• Turkey 

And two potential candidate countries:  

• Bosnia and Herzegovina 
• Kosovo 

The European Commission’s web page on enlargement is the best place to double-check what is an 
evolving list of countries.  

ISO country codes  
In regular body text in Eurofound content, country names should be written out in full; in addition, it 
is desirable to write names in full in figures and tables. However, exceptionally, due to space 
constraints, the two-letter ISO country codes (such as AT for Austria and SE for Sweden) can be used. 
A full list of the country codes may be found in the Interinstitutional Style Guide produced by the EU 
Publications Office. 

In any content that includes country codes, the standard list that maps the codes to the country 
should be used – in a publication, for instance, this is placed at the start of the publication.  

http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/countries/check-current-status/index_en.htm
http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-370100.htm
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Frequently used country codes: EU Member States, Norway and the UK 

Note: EL and UK are not the ISO codes for Greece and the United Kingdom. However, the Eurofound house style 
guide in these instances follows the EU Interinstitutional Style Guide. 

Candidate and EFTA countries  
Candidate countries Potential candidate 

countries 
European Free Trade 
Agreement (EFTA) 
countries 

AL Albania BA Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 

NO Norway 

MK North 
Macedonia*  

XK** Kosovo LI Lichtenstein 

ME Montenegro   CH Switzerland 

RS Serbia     

TR Turkey     

Notes: * This is still a very sensitive area of international law and diplomacy. Check the Interinstitutional Style 
Guide for current guidance. ** This is a temporary code currently in use until the ISO officially assigns a code.  

AT Austria FI Finland NL Netherlands 

BE Belgium FR France PL Poland 

BG Bulgaria HR Croatia PT Portugal 

CY Cyprus HU Hungary RO Romania 

CZ Czechia IE Ireland SE Sweden 

DE Germany IT Italy SI Slovenia 

DK Denmark LT Lithuania SK Slovakia 

EE Estonia LU Luxembourg   

EL Greece LV Latvia NO Norway 

ES Spain MT Malta UK United Kingdom 

http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-000100.htm
http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-000100.htm
http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-000100.htm
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Crises: COVID-19 pandemic and the economic 
crisis 

COVID-19 pandemic 
In a publication, the first reference to COVID-19 should include its full name and abbreviation – 
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Depending on context, the COVID-19 pandemic can be 
referred to as the COVID-19 pandemic, the COVID-19 crisis or COVID-19. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has had far-reaching implications for the labour market across the EU.  

The COVID-19 crisis highlights the importance of the equal right to social protection.  

The outbreak of COVID-19 led to significant changes in the retail sector. 

 

Note: As of December 2020, most Eurofound reports and working papers include the following 
disclaimer on the copyright page:  

This report presents the results of research conducted largely prior to the outbreak of COVID-19 in 
Europe in February 2020. For this reason, the results do not fully take account of the outbreak. 

 

Economic crisis 
As a general rule, the financial crisis (also known as the global financial crisis) and Great Recession 
are two specific periods. The financial crisis occurred 2007–2008 and the Great Recession occurred 
2007–2009. When writing either ‘financial crisis’ or ‘Great Recession’ ensure the specific period is 
being referenced. For a more general phrase that covers both the financial crisis and recovery 
(roughly 2007–2013), use the phrase ‘economic crisis’. Use of these terms may need to be on a case-
by-case basis with editors consulting authors on meaning and time frames being discussed.  

This was 3.1 percentage points higher than before the financial crisis of 2007–2008.  

The Great Recession (2007–2009) had lasting effects on European labour markets.  

The economic crisis had an uneven impact on Member States. 
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Currencies 

The euro  
Use the euro symbol, both in running text and in tables, rather than the ISO code EUR. There is no 
space between the symbol and the numeral. 

The programme received EU funding of €5 million.  

 

Euro and cent are always written as singular nouns, in lower case.  

According to a European tax expert, millions and millions of euro in overpaid taxes goes 
unclaimed every year.  

 

When referring to the 19 countries that have the euro as their currency, the phrase ‘euro zone’ (two 
words, no capitalisation) is used. See the up-to-date listing of the countries. Show currency values in 
the form of figures, preceded by the ISO currency code and a space. Write them out if the figure 
quoted is in excess of one million currency units, expressing ‘million’ and ‘billion’ in full, 

BGN 200  USD 10.50  GBP 0.65 

DKK 3,000  GBP 15 billion 

 

Use the ISO three-letter currency codes. 

Bulgarian lev – BGN Danish kroner – DKK Hungarian forint – HUF 

 

Consult the currency site XE for a full list of ISO 4217 currency codes.  

For non-euro amounts, include the value in euro in brackets. In publications, give the date of 
conversion with the first currency conversion; the date is not needed for subsequent conversions.  

Bonus payments included a one-off sum of PLN 3,000 (€706 as at 19 November 2015). 
Depending on the employee’s contractual arrangements, in some cases this was raised to PLN 
3,500 (€824).  

 

Note: Where the original conversion was carried out some months prior to editing (during the 
drafting of the report), the editor should generally carry out a new currency conversion. But in 
situations where a currency’s exchange rate is changing rapidly, it might be better to avoid 
carrying out a new conversion.  

 

An online currency converter is available from Oanda.  

https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/money/euro_en
http://www.xe.com/iso4217.php
http://www.oanda.com/currency/converter/
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Date and time 

Format  
The format for dates is: the day in numeral form, followed by the month (spelled out), followed by 
the full year in numerals, with no commas between elements.  

3 December 1986   21 July 2010   Friday 19 April 2013  

 

Avoid starting a sentence with a year or with the phrase ‘The year…’. 

 

The unemployment statistics for 2010 showed a marked increase compared to the 2009 
figures. 

 2010 saw unemployment statistics rise markedly over 2009 figures.  

The year 2010 saw unemployment statistics rise markedly over 2009 figures.  

 

Decades  
Write decades in numeral form and do not write them out or abbreviate them.  

the 1990s  

 the 90s   the 1990’s   the nineties  

 

Centuries  
Centuries are expressed in numerals, followed by the ordinal abbreviation. Do not use superscript.  

A marked change took place in the 20th century.  

 A marked change took place in the 20th century.  
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Hours and minutes  
Express the time using the 24-hour clock without adding ‘hrs’. Insert a colon between the hours and 
minutes.  

00:50  13:30  23:15 

 Five o’clock  Half one quarter past 11 

 5 a.m. 1.30 pm 

 

Follow house style for numbers to express durations in hours.  

Six hours  8.5 hours  5.25 hours  

 

Where the minutes are important and you cannot readily express them as a decimal, use this 
format.  

Three hours 30 minutes   12 hours 45 minutes  

Time spans  
(Back to Ranges of figures) 

(Back to Joining ranges) 

Use an ‘en’ dash to separate two periods in time (no spaces before or after dash).  

(For instructions on creating an ‘en’ dash, see Dashes.) 

Always write years out in full in ranges of years.  

1994–1996  

  1994–6  1994–96  ’94–’96  

 

If you use ‘between’, you must also use ‘and’. 

between 1941 and 1945 

 between 1941–1945  
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If you use the word ‘from’, you must also use ‘to’. 

from 2010 to 2015   from April to June 

 from 2010–2015    from April–June  

  

(See also Ranges of figures) 

Locating events in time 
Avoid expressions like ‘currently’: the reader may not know when the material was written and 
there is always a time lag between first drafting and reading. It is better to use a definite date, if one 
is intended – and feasible. 

 As of November 2015, the company was redrafting its recruitment policy. 

 The company is currently redrafting its recruitment policy. 

Some 43% of respondents answered that they had been unemployed in the three years 
prior to the survey.  

 Some 43% of respondents answered that they had been unemployed in the last three 
years. 

Quarters of the year 
In some Eurofound material, data are reported in three-monthly intervals or ‘quarters’. This may be 
written out as words or it may be contracted. Quarters can be expressed in prose in the body text of 
a publication. 

Job losses appeared to slow in the first quarter of 2014. 

 

If contracted, quarters should be expressed in the following form. 

Q1 2020  Q2 2016  Q3 2019  
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Figures and tables  

Creating tables 
Generally, tables should be created in Word as the text can easily be edited if necessary.  

Note: If tables are provided as images pasted in, please query this with the Eurofound editor for 
the project if it is not explained in the editing checklist. In many cases this is not desirable; in 
some cases, however, it may be necessary (for tables created in Excel using conditional 
formatting, for instance). 

Numbering figures and tables 
Figures and tables are numbered consecutively (Figure 1, Figure 2) within the document, not by 
chapter. Avoid numbering tables as 1.1, 1.2 and so on. Ensure that tables are labelled as tables, and 
not figures or graphs, even though they may have been created using a graphics programme.  

In annexes, figures and tables are numbered consecutively with an ‘A’ reflecting that they are in the 
annexes (Figure A1, Figure A2). 

Naming figures and titles 
Use short, clear table and figure titles that describe the table accurately. 

Figure 15: Total ERM announced job losses, by sector and year, 2008–2011  

Figure 32: Participation in employer-paid training, by age group and gender (%)  

Table 6: Prevalence of performance-related pay, by type of scheme and level of trade union 
membership  

 

There is considerable latitude for writing titles, but they must be clear and the scheme used 
consistently. When referencing the figure or table in the text, capitalise ‘F’ and ‘T’. 

Total job losses declined after 2009, as shown in Figure 15. 

Performance-related pay was especially prevalent in financial services (Table 6). 

 

Sources and notes  
Keep notes relating to tables and figures to a minimum. Place them at the end of tables, not in 
footnotes. A full stop should be included at the end of table notes. Include a source for all figures 
and tables, including year of reference (note that there is no full stop at the end of the source). 

Source: European Quality of Life Survey, 2016  
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However, if all or most of the tables derive from the same source, it is more economical to indicate 
that this is the case and to cite the source only at the first figure.  

If the authors have reworked original data to produce their own figures or tables, the source should 
read like the example below. 

Source: Author’s own calculations, based on Eurostat data 2020 

 

When a table or figure is based on findings/data from national reports by the Network of Eurofound 
Correspondents, the source should be listed like the example below.  

Source: Network of Eurofound Correspondents  

Text in tables 
If sentences are required in tables to convey information ensure that correct punctuation is used. If 
possible, ensure consistency with how information is conveyed in columns.  

Preferred options 

Sentences are 
required and used 
consistently. 

Multi-union negotiations have somewhat recovered since the recession. 

A new agreement is being prepared, covering almost all workers. 

 

Or 

Sentences are not 
required. 

37% of companies involved in negotiations (2018)  

43% of companies involved in negotiations (2020) 

 

To be avoided if possible 

 Multi-union negotiations have somewhat recovered since the recession. 

43% of companies involved in negotiations (2018) 
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Footnotes (in publications) 
For publications published through the Publications Office in Luxembourg, footnotes should be kept 
to a minimum and should be short.  

The purpose of footnotes is to do the following: 

• add ancillary information that is not directly pertinent to the main text but is useful to give the 
reader a wider context, or to answer questions that implicitly arise from the text 

• supply definitions of terms used in the text 
 
Do not attach footnotes to headings or to table or figure titles.  

Endnotes are NOT used in Eurofound publications. 

Punctuation in footnotes 
Introduce footnotes with superscript reference numbers placed outside any punctuation; there is no 
space before the number. It is good practice to place the footnote number at the end of the 
sentence, rather than in the middle. 

Almost 10% are employed with no contract.4 This is more than double.  

 

At the bottom of the page, the footnote number appears in superscript, with a space between it and 
the footnote text. Use complete sentences for the footnote text.  

4 ‘No contract’ is a category covering a wide variety of contractual arrangements.  

 

Footnotes and bibliographic elements 
Footnotes may contain in-text citations, but they should not be used to supply URLs in lieu of 
bibliographic references (see first incorrect example in grey box below). Instead, these should be 
treated as references with in-text citation and inserted in a bibliography section.  

It may occasionally be necessary to include URLs to point to – for instance – online databases or 
particular pages; these are permissible. 

12 See Eurofound (2017). 

12 More information on the Commission’s Youth Guarantee programme is available at  

http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1079  

http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1079
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 12 https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/publications/report/2017/involvement-of-the-
social-partners-in-the-european-semester-2016-update 

 12 Eurofound (2017). Involvement of the social partners in the European Semester: 2016 
update. Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European Union. 

 

  

https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/publications/report/2017/involvement-of-the-social-partners-in-the-european-semester-2016-update
https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/publications/report/2017/involvement-of-the-social-partners-in-the-european-semester-2016-update
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Foreign terms 

 

In general, use non-English words only where there is no accurate or convenient English translation. 
You should provide a definition in English on first use and italicise the non-English term.  

The poviat – the mid-level local authority in Poland – is responsible for second-level education.  

All Member States are bound to comply with the acquis communautaire, the cumulative body of 
EU laws.  

 

Common terms that have become part of the English language (such as ad hoc, de facto, 
ombudsman, vis-à-vis) are not italicised.  

When a topic is discussed in the context of a specific country, translations of key vocabulary may be 
provided in that country’s language. These terms, without quotation marks, should be placed in 
brackets and italicised after the English term when first used in running text.  

The principal employee representation body in Germany is the works council (Betriebsrat).  

Collective agreements have updated occupational categories based on the Franco-era labour 
ordinances (ordenanzas laborales).  

 

Proper nouns, such as the names of companies, places, and programmes are not translated and 
appear in plain font.  

Garanti Bankası in Zeytinburnu also has measures in place to support small businesses.  

 

Note: As with other issues, it may be necessary to treat non-English names on a case-by-case 
basis in consultation with the Eurofound editor. 

 

(For more guidance on non-English names, see also Social partner organisations). 

  

Note: The general guideline is that foreign-language terms are italicised. 
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Inclusive language 

Gender  
Gender is not synonymous with sex. Gender includes more than sex and refers to a person’s social 
identity while sex refers to the biological characteristics of men and women. Either term may be 
used in a publication, but both terms should not be used interchangeably within the same 
publications or series of publications. If both are used, the distinction between the two should be 
established. When distinguishing between the sexes in Eurofound publications, it is preferable to use 
‘men’ and ‘women’ instead of ‘male’ and ‘female’ for data labels. 

Choose sex-neutral terms that avoid bias, suit the material under discussion, and do not intrude on 
the reader’s attention. Avoid sexist words and phrases or sexual stereotyping. Telephone helpdesks, 
exhibition stands and the like are not ‘manned’; people (who may or may not be male) operate, run 
or staff them.  

Avoid using titles ending in ‘man’ or ‘woman’; use non-gender-specific titles instead.  

staff 

personnel 

human resources 

chairperson  

chair  

 manpower  

 chairwoman 

 

For more examples, see the EU Interinstitutional Style Guide’s page on gender-neutral language.  

Do not use the ‘he/she’ or ‘s/he’ constructions to refer to both sexes. Use the pronoun they (and 
consequently, their). For example: ‘The person being surveyed should be aware of how many 
questions they will be asked to answer.’ 

For further information, the European Institute for Gender Equality has developed an online toolkit 
on gender-sensitive communication. 

Avoiding labels 
Avoid language that labels people on the basis of a single characteristic. For example, ‘older people’ 
is preferable to ‘the elderly; ‘people with disabilities’ to ‘the disabled’; ‘unemployed people’ to ‘the 
unemployed’.  

 

http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-4100600en.htm
https://eige.europa.eu/publications/gender-sensitive-communication/first-steps-towards-more-inclusive-language/key-principles-inclusive-language-use
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Italics and bold 

Italics  
Use italic type sparingly for emphasis: too much becomes counter-productive.  

The primary use of italics is to indicate titles: See Foreign terms and Book, report and periodical 
titles; also Conference and event titles. 

Bold  
Use bold sparingly in Eurofound texts: it can be useful in picking out selected terms or country 
names in a text that seeks to highlight these, for instance, in a comparative analysis of different 
national situations. 

Automatic indexation was used to settle the level of the minimum wage for 2017 in Belgium, 
France, Malta, the Netherlands and Luxembourg. In Belgium, the automatic indexation 
resulting in the latest increases is part of the bipartite agreement. The minimum wage plays 
only an indirect role in the Belgian system of wage formation, since almost all employees are 
covered by a sectoral (minimum) system of wage-setting. In France, non-binding advice from a 
group of experts (consisting of social partner representatives at national level) was sent to the 
National Collective Bargaining Commission (CNNC) for consultation. 

 

Text headings are set in bold text. Apart from that, Eurofound style recommends the use of a bold 
subheading at the start of a paragraph, separate from the template’s heading styles. For more 
information on this, see Long list items.  
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Lists  
Bulleted and numbered lists are useful for breaking up dense paragraphs and making text more 
readable.  

Avoid overly long lists – keep them to five or six items at most. For longer lists, consider reworking 
the material; it may be possible, for instance, to group the items logically and create two separate 
lists.  

In material destined for publications, avoid nested sublists. They can, however, be used online.  

Format  
The punctuation rules for lists are as follows.  

• Where a colon introduces a list, begin each item with a lower-case letter. (In this case, items are 
words, phrases or clauses, but not full sentences.) 

• No punctuation comes at the end of the list item (unless the list item is a full sentence, in which 
case it ends with a full stop.) 

• The final item follows the same format as in point 2 above.  
• Where a list comes after a full stop, begin each item with an upper-case letter and end with a 

full stop. In this case, each item must form a complete sentence.  

All items should be syntactically similar. Do not mix sentences and clauses or phrases in the same 
list. The introductory stem should be a meaningful phrase describing the items that follow.  

 The following were selected:  

• exposure to physical risks 
• work–life imbalance 
• posture-related risks 
• psychosocial risks 
 

These indicators of working conditions, 
which are known to be associated with health 
outcomes, were selected:  

• exposure to physical risks 
• work–life imbalance 
• posture-related risks 
• psychosocial risks 

 

Bulleted (unordered) lists  
Use bulleted lists for general lists of items where the number or order is not important. Short items 
should be introduced by a colon and start with a lower-case letter and have no final full stop. 

The survey identified the negative aspects of temporary agency work:  

• few possibilities for development 
• low level of autonomy 
• mismatch between skills and job 
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Longer items (full sentences) should be introduced by a full stop, with each item starting with a 
capital letter and ending with a full stop.  

The report explored key facts about temporary agency work in the EU.  

• Temporary agency work was the most rapidly growing form of atypical employment in 
the European Union during the 1990s.  

• Between 1.8 and 2.1 million workers work for temporary agencies in the EU, 
corresponding to between 1.2% and 1.4% of the total number of people in employment.  

• Agency work is highly concentrated among young people in the labour force, with those 
under 25 years of age making up between 20% and 50% of all agency workers.  

• Except in the three Scandinavian Member States, the majority of agency workers are 
men. 

 

Numbered (ordered) lists  
In general, Eurofound favours bulleted lists that are not numbered. Use numbered lists only with 
good reason – to indicate a chronology, an order of priority or to list points that are already 
numbered.  

The company has proposed a four-point recovery programme, to be carried out in stages:  

1. selling off one of its major subsidiaries 
2. reducing labour costs by 14%  
3. offering voluntary retirement to a further 200 employees 
4. carrying out 200 compulsory redundancies 

Long list items  
List items should be short – no more than a sentence. If each item is a paragraph in length, there is 
no value gained from the bulleting. One style that can be used in this case is to start the paragraph 
with an introductory phrase or heading that is highlighted in bold type and ends in a colon, followed 
by the paragraph text.  

These legal extension mechanisms thus vary on three factors: who takes the initiative, whether 
there are minimum requirements or not, and how frequently they are used.  

Initiative to start extension procedure: The initiative to start an extension procedure can be 
done automatically by the competent government institution. Alternatively, it can be done on 
the demand of one or both of the social partners that made the collective agreement. Such a 
request by a social partner is needed in – for example – Lithuania, the Netherlands and Portugal.  

Minimum requirements for extension: For those mechanisms where minimum requirements 
are provided, these are mostly thresholds of representativeness for the contracting parties. 
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Such preconditions for extension are provided in Germany, Greece, Latvia and Slovenia, for 
example.  

Frequency of use: In some countries, extension mechanisms are widespread; in others, they are 
used in only a very limited number of cases. In Belgium, Czechia, France, the Netherlands and 
Portugal, extension mechanisms are very frequently used. 

 

Note: For HTML-based texts, a subheading is preferred. 

Names and titles 
(Back to Capitalisation) 

Personal names  
When people are named, use their first name and surname at the first mention.  

Elizabeth Smith, Jorge Gutiérrez-Fuentes, Guy de Backer  

 

For subsequent mentions, use the titles Ms for women (avoiding Miss or Mrs) and Mr for men, or 
the person’s professional title in English if they have one, followed by their surname.  

Ms Smith, Dr Schmidt, Commission President Juncker 

 

Note: It is not necessary to indicate a person’s academic qualifications after their name.  

 

If you use Mr or Ms, you must of course be sure of the gender of the person in question. If you 
cannot confirm a person’s gender, avoid constructions where you have to use the person’s title.  

Civic titles  
The titles of government, statutory and political offices are capitalised.  

The unions denounced the reforms introduced by the Prime Minister in May.  

The Minister for Labour can extend a collective agreement.  

Commissioner Thyssen endorsed the revision of the Posting of Workers Directive.  

 

But avoid capitalisation where the job role is used informally.  

The minister attended the conference.  
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Job titles  
Capitalise job titles, but not job roles or descriptions.  

In response, Managing Director Bill Hines said he backed the reform process.  

As managing director of the company, Mr Hines initiated a number of reforms.  

Eurofound interviewed 21,000 human resources managers across Europe.  

 

Book, report and periodical titles  
(Back to Capitalisation) 

Book and report titles in running text should be written in sentence case (capitalising the first word 
and proper nouns only) and italicised. The first word of subtitles separated from the main title by a 
colon or a dash are also capitalised.  

Employment transitions and occupational mobility in Europe: The impact of the Great Recession  

The report Promoting ethnic entrepreneurship in European cities examines what city authorities 
can do to encourage small business among ethnic communities.  

 

Newspaper and periodical titles use initial capitals for the main words.  

Economist     Le Monde    Financial Times  

OECD Economic Outlook   Liaisons Sociales Europe  

Journal of Industrial Relations   Der Spiegel 

 

Note that ‘the’ is capitalised and italicised only when it is part of the title: The Guardian, for instance. 

Conference and event titles  
(Back to Capitalisation) 

These take title case: the main words of standard conference and event titles are capitalised.  

11th Global Conference on Ageing  

Foundation Seminar Series  

 

However, if a conference or event has a long title, put it in sentence case: capitalise the first word 
and proper nouns, and place it in italics.  

Converging economies, diverging societies? Upward convergence in the EU – Foundation Forum 
2017 
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The Foundation Seminar Series for 2016 was on the topic The impact of digitalisation on work: 
Building up national agendas for better implementation of digital changes. 
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Numbers  

How to write numbers  
Generally, numbers between one and nine inclusive should be written out in full. Write numbers 
upwards from 10 as numerals.  

The normal waiting period is seven working days. 

The European Commission has issued 12 recommendations.  

Spain’s banking sector employs over 100,000 workers. 

 

However, when numbers smaller and greater than 10 occur together in context, it is best to use only 
numerals throughout the sentence.  

There are 8 staff in the annex, 7 in the main building, 12 on the top floor, 800 in the European 
office, 900 in China, and 1,200 in the US.  

The survey found that 2 out of 10 men did little or no housework.  

 

Spell out millions and billions in full (one billion means 1,000 million).  

Over one million new jobs were created in 2011.  

Private pension coverage declined from a high of 15 million in 1967.  

18.5 billion 

 

Do not start a sentence with a numeral (this includes years): write it out in full or reword the 
sentence.  

Twenty-two employees were made redundant.  

The company made 22 employees redundant.  

Some 85% of respondents indicated a high level of satisfaction with their working 
conditions. 

 

Note: In Eurofound texts, different sets of numbers are often compared. In these instances, it can 
be clearer to use figures for one set, and the written form for another. 

 

From September 2011, children aged 5 years are required by law to complete one school 
preparatory year in one of the preschool settings (kindergarten or pre-school units at the 
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primary schools). Every 5-year old must now attend a kindergarten/pre-school unit for at 
least five hours per day. 

 

Ordinals  
Follow the rule on spelling out numbers for ordinals (numbers that define position in a series).  

Fifth anniversary of the ratification of the agreement  12th CLIP Network meeting  

 

Do not use superscript font for ‘th’, for example, ‘15th’ not ‘15th’.  

Separators  
Use a comma as a separator for thousands; this is standard English usage and is different from other 
European languages, where full stops or spaces are used.  

1,250     15,720    

  

However, when the numbers are in the millions (7,335,000), the word million should be used. 

7.35 million 

 

Always use a full stop as a decimal separator as this is standard English usage (other European 
languages use a comma).  

26.3     22.85%  

 

If you use tables or graphs from a non-English-speaking source, it might be necessary to change the 
separator.  

Ranges of figures  
(Back to Time spans; Back to Joining ranges) 

Use an ‘en’ dash to separate a range of numerals (the dash replacing the word ‘to’). 

The sector lost 5,000–6,000 jobs in 2011.  

In the period 2008–2009, the economy entered recession.  

 

When number ranges are spelt out, use ‘from … to’ or ‘between … and’, depending on context.  

The training takes between one and three years, depending …  
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 The course takes one–three years, depending …  

 

(See also Time spans) 

Fractions  
Write numbers containing decimal fractions in numerals.  

The average number of children per family is 2.4.  

The birth rate was up 5.8% on the previous year.  

 

Write non-decimal fractions in words, not numerals (note the use of hyphens). 

Two-thirds of those present voted in favour.  

Only one-quarter of those surveyed expressed no preference.  

 

Percentages  
Use a numeral and the % sign to express percentages, not the words ‘per cent’. Do not leave a space 
between the number and the sign.  

2.5%   6%   33%   100%  

 

Note: Of course, the word ‘percentage’ is perfectly acceptable. 

If you have to express a percentage at the beginning of a sentence, spell out the number and ‘per 
cent’ or reword. 

Fifty per cent of workers were in favour of industrial action. 

Some 50% of workers were in favour of industrial action. 

 

This guideline applies also to lists, but not tables.  

In a percentage range, use the percentage symbol with the final number when the range is indicated 
with a dash. 

The unemployment rate rose by 5–6% in these countries.  

 

Distinguish between percentages and percentage points. A percentage point is the numerical 
difference between two percentages (for example, moving up from 30% to 33% is a 3-percentage-
point increase), whereas a percentage is a number or ratio expressed as a fraction of 100. Example: 
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A reduction from 5.6% to 4.3% is a fall of 1.3 percentage points, which in this instance equates to a 
fall of 23.2%.  

Telephone numbers  
Put the country and local area code in parentheses, separated by a hyphen, and then follow with the 
main number. Divide the main number into groups of two digits from the right; the last group will be 
three digits if the number of figures is odd.  

(386-1) 220 52 30 (Slovenia)  

 (359-88) 758 26 38 (Bulgaria)  
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Punctuation  
This style guide covers the areas of punctuation where errors most commonly are made, as well as 
Eurofound’s specific conventions on punctuation where guidelines vary. (Consult a punctuation 
guide for comprehensive guidance on the use of punctuation marks – for instance, the University of 
Sussex punctuation guide. 

Apostrophes  
To show possession in singular words, add an apostrophe and ‘s’. 

a person’s rights  a day’s work  the boss’s prerogative   Tim Jones’s diary  

 

Most plural nouns end in ‘s’, and possession is shown by adding an apostrophe to the end. 

The Joneses’ house    five days’ work  

employees’ rights    bosses’ tempers  

lorries’ wheels 

 

In plurals that do not end in ‘s’, add an apostrophe and ‘s’. 

people’s attitudes   children’s needs  

 

Contractions 
The word ‘its’ is a possessive adjective or a possessive pronoun and does not include an apostrophe. 
In contrast, ‘it’s’ (which includes an apostrophe) is a contraction of the phrases ‘it is’ or ‘it has’.  

Eurofound launched its work programme in January 2018.  

It’s not acceptable to behave like this. 

 

In Eurofound publications, we do not use such contractions, including don’t (do not) or can’t 
(cannot). 

Full stop | Full point | Period 
Full stops are followed by one space, not two.  

Parentheses  
(Back to Brackets) 

Use parentheses (round brackets) to separate supplementary information.  

http://www.sussex.ac.uk/informatics/punctuation/
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/informatics/punctuation/
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Most respondents (82%) reported that their working conditions were satisfactory.  

 

Try not to use brackets within brackets, but if you have to, they should be round.  

Others (such as the Trades Union Congress (TUC)) disagreed with the proposal. 

 

Use square brackets only for editorial inserts in quotes.  

Mr Jones said that he was ‘in favour of the [trade union’s] policy’.  

 

Do not overuse brackets, as they tend to break up the flow of text. Consider other forms of 
parenthesis to vary the style. For example, insert material – like this – between two ‘en’ dashes or, 
like this, between two commas. But be careful not to overuse this either. See also Setting off 
parenthetical elements. 

Commas  

Separating list items  
Separate items in a list with commas. Do not insert a comma before the conjunction ‘and’ or ‘or’ 
unless it serves to aid clarity.  

Unemployment increased in Spain, Greece, Portugal and the Baltic states.  

The analysis controlled for age, sex, education level and income.  

Workplace innovation can increase company profits, improve job satisfaction, save energy and 
resources, and reduce absenteeism.  

 

Joining independent clauses  
Use a comma before conjunctions, such as ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘but’, ‘yet’ and ‘while’, when the conjunction 
joins two complete sentences.  

The first chapter describes the background, while the second chapter presents the main 
findings.  

The report must be in by Friday, or the consequences will be serious.  

 

Separating inessential information  
Use a pair of commas to set off words, phrases and clauses that are not essential to the meaning of a 
sentence.  

The negotiations, however, broke down later.  
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Franz Bekker, who died during the life of the project, was one of the finest minds in the country.  

 

Elements that are essential to the meaning of a sentence should not be set off using commas. Note 
the difference in meaning between the following two sentences.  

The engineer who led the project was prosecuted.  

The engineer, who led the project, was prosecuted.  

 

The first implies that there was more than one engineer on the project and that it was the engineer 
who led the project that was prosecuted. The second implies that just one engineer was on the 
project and mentions in passing that this person led the project.  

Dashes  
(Back to Time spans) 

Eurofound uses the type of dash known as an ‘en’ dash, which is longer than a hyphen.  

En dash –  
hyphen -  

 

• To insert an ‘en’ dash in Word, Outlook or PowerPoint, press Control and the minus key on the 
numeric keypad. 

• To insert an ‘en’ dash in any other Windows program, hold down the Alt key and press 0150 on 
the numeric keypad. 

Setting off parenthetical elements  
(Back to Parentheses) 

Use an ‘en’ dash as a parenthetical device or to indicate a break in thought. Place a space before and 
after the dash.  

There has been increasing interaction with local organisations – both private and public – in the 
provision of training opportunities.  

Blue-collar workers are more exposed to physical hazards – see Chapter 1.  

 

But remember that overuse in the one sentence will make it hard to see what is the parenthetical 
information and what is the main point, as the next example illustrates.  

While the local council – both prior to and following the election – agreed to retain the policy – 
which had garnered support among local businesses – many citizens felt it needed to be 
updated. 
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Joining ranges  
Use the en dash with no spaces around it to join ranges of numbers and dates.  

pp. 34–68    12–16 participants  

2002–2005    Monday–Friday  

Note the en dash is taking the place of the word ‘to’ in these instances; therefore, construct your 
sentences accordingly. See the guidelines in Time spans and in Ranges for more information.  

Joining word pairs  
Use ‘en’ dashes to join coordinating or contrasting adjective pairs.  

Work–life balance   north–south divide  

urban–rural differences  

Hyphens  
Use hyphens only where convention dictates or to avoid confusion. Favour a non-hyphenated style 
where there is a choice.  

Use hyphens in compound words forming an adjective before a noun. 

Full-time employee   white-collar workers                            capacity-building activities 

cost-effective solution   lower-middle-ranked jobs  

 

It is not correct to use hyphens in adverbial phrases.  

She worked full time   the policy was well developed         

 

Nor is it correct to use hyphens in adverbs ending in ‘ly’ that form part of a compound adjective. 

Highly qualified workers    suitably sophisticated approaches  

 

Nor is it correct to use a hyphen for the Latin phrases, such as ‘ad hoc’ and ‘prima facie’. 

Ad hoc report    prima facie evidence 

 

Compound nouns used as adjectives before a noun need not be hyphenated if confusion is unlikely 
to arise.  

Public sector workers  

working time arrangements  

collective bargaining extensions  
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Prefixes  
Prefixes are often followed by hyphens, except where they have become part of the word through 
usage. Below is a guide to hyphenation of commonly used prefixes.  

Anti anti-American, anti-discrimination 

co coordination, cooperate but co-determination, co-finance, co-workers 

de destabilise, deindustrialisation 

e e-commerce, e-learning, e-business, e-books, e-health, but email 

inter intersectoral, interdepartmental, interrelated but inter-union, inter-company 

intra intracommunity 

macro macroeconomics, macroevolution 

micro microcomputer, microcar, microenterprises 

mid mid-term, mid-1990s 

multi multinational, multidimensional, multistakeholder, multiannual, but multi-
employer 

non non-governmental, non-pay, non-negotiable 

over overseeing, overdetermined, overrepresented 

post post-election, post-accession 

pre pre-determined, pre-budget, pre-retirement, pre-condition 

sub subsection, subdivision 

re reformulate, reelect, reemerge, reignite, reinstate, but re-form, re-count, re-
cover, re-creation (as distinct from reform, recount, recover and recreation) 

under underrepresented, underemployed 
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Hyphen usage 
One word Hyphen Separate words 

asylum seeker 

benchmarking  
bipartite  
childcare  
cooperation 
database  
dataset  
EU15  
EU27 
extraterritorial  
frontline 
healthcare  

intergovernmental  

lifelong  
lockdown 
jobseeker 
offshore 
online  
midweek 
multinational 
nationwide 
online  
policymaker/policymaking  
shutdown 
socioeconomic  
sociodemographic  
takeover  
teamwork  
tripartite  
turnout 
underway 
website  
workplace  
worldwide 
worthwhile 

build-up (n)  
cross-border initiative 
decision-making  
Directorate-General  
director-general  
end-product  
family-friendly  
fixed-term work 
in-depth  
information-sharing 
in-house  
no-go  
no-strike  
means-tested  
on-screen  
part-time job 
profit-sharing  
sector-relatedness 
self-employed  
side-effect  
skill-building  
three-tiered  
well-being  
whistle-blower 

[x]-year-old (n) 

age group  
birth rate 
build up (v) data bank  
employee share ownership  
home office 
joint venture 

know how 

labour force  
life course  
life span  
line manager  

long standing  

lower case  
night work  
public sector  
right to disconnect 
services sector  
shift work  
style guide 
task force  
temporary agency work  
think tank 
time frame  
time limit  
vice versa  
wage rates 
web page 
working time 
world view 
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Quotation marks 
(Back to Short quotations) 

Use single quotation marks; apply double quotation marks only to text nested within quotations.  

The report notes that ‘meeting the Europe 2020 objectives with regard to “smart, sustainable 
and inclusive growth” will focus attention on work organisation.’  

  

Use curly (also known as smart) quotation marks, not straight quotation marks.  

Use ‘curly’ quotation marks, not  'straight ' ones. 

 

Use quotation marks around unfamiliar or technical English terms on first use within a text.  

Hydraulic fracturing or ‘fracking’ is a method of extracting natural gas from shale.  

 

Quotation marks are also used when a term itself is the object of discussion.  

The reason for using the term ‘ethnic’ is rarely if ever made theoretically explicit.  

 

See the Quotations section for details on inserting quoted text in documents.  

Semicolons 

Joining sentences  
Semicolons can be used to join two sentences that are related and are of similar importance, when a 
pause as strong as a full stop would be too great. 

Civil servants are not simply employees of the state; they also have a constitutional role.  

 

In lists  
Semicolons can also be used to separate distinct items in lists where the list items include commas. 

Measures include working from home; job-sharing; a reduction of working time, with the 
recruitment of a temporary replacement; flexitime in terms of daily entry and exit; provision of 
childcare, medical and counselling services; IT assistance; and re-entry to training after 
maternity leave. 
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Colons  
A colon can be used to introduce a point. 

Managers acknowledge the benefits of flexitime schemes: more satisfied workers and more 
flexibility to adapt to variations in workload.  

 

It also indicates an example or an elaboration of preceding text.  

The most common way of compensating for overtime work is by payment: just over one-third of 
companies generally pay for overtime.  

 

Note: A colon cannot substitute for a semicolon, and vice versa. 
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Quotations  
(Back to Quotation marks) 

Short quotations  
Place short quotations within the body text, setting them off with single quotation marks. 

A union representative said, ‘There has been an overall drop in the use of atypical contracts in 
our company in recent years.’  

 

(Here, where the end of the quote is the end of the sentence, the closing quote mark comes after 
the full stop.) 

Long quotations  
Do not include a long quotation, where the quotation stretches over 30 words, in the body of the 
text. Instead use a block quote style (spaces above and below, italicised, indented using tabs) to set 
it out from the text, remembering to remove any quotation marks. Put the source on a separate line 
under the quotation (in body text).  

The wage-inequality effect of trade appears neutral even when only the effects of 
increased import penetration from emerging economies are considered – a finding 
that runs counter to the expectation that trade flows should drive down wages of 
workers in manufacturing and/or services in OECD countries.  

(OECD, 2011) 

 

Punctuation in quotations 
A quotation can be introduced with a comma, a colon or nothing, depending on the structure of the 
sentence. If the quotation follows syntactically from the sentence that leads into it, additional 
punctuation is not needed. 

The Convention states that its provisions apply to ‘all persons employed by public authorities’.  

Barroso was emphatic: ‘Europe can do much more for Africa and the developing world.’  

  

Ending punctuation falls inside the quotation marks if it belongs to the quotation, outside if it does 
not.  

It may be true that ‘business as usual no longer works’, but businesses face …  

Question 13 asks ‘What type of employment contract do you have?’ and the responses are …  
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If the quotation is a full sentence, begin it with a capital letter; if it begins mid-sentence, capitalise 
the first word only if it is a proper noun.  

Ellipses for omitted material in quotations 
Use an ellipsis (three dots), with a space before and after, when you omit a part of quoted material.  

The report notes ‘the absence of any indicator … in the European policy framework on quality 
of work’.  

 

But do not use ellipses at the start or end of quotations, even if the beginning or end of a sentence 
has been omitted.  

The union stated that its decision superseded ‘all decisions taken in the previous eight 
months’.  

 The union stated that its decision superseded ‘… all decisions taken in the previous eight 
months’.  

 

If the omitted material forms the end of a full sentence and you are introducing more quoted 
material after this, use a full stop and a capital letter before continuing.  

‘Shift work means any method of organising work in shifts whereby workers succeed each other 
according to a certain pattern …. It usually involves work at unsocial hours.’  

 

Modifying quotations  
Quotations should not be changed; only spelling errors should be corrected. Keep the original style – 
spelling, capitalisation, date format and so on – of the quoted material. However, double quotation 
marks should be changed to single quotation marks and ‘en’ dashes should be applied where the 
quotation uses other types of dash.  

Words may need to be added to clarify the meaning of the quotation. In this case, the added words 
should be placed in [square brackets]. 

Note: An important exception to this is where a quotation is a translation. Any obvious errors or 
awkward formulations should be changed. 

 

If an author wishes to emphasise a point made in the original quotation, italicise the words in 
question, and indicate in parentheses: 

‘Shift work means any method of organising work … whereby workers succeed each other 
according to a certain pattern’ (emphasis author’s). 
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Singular and plural 
Treat institutions, companies, organisations, governments, entities and bodies as a single unit, using 
singular verbs and pronouns.  

The Commission has adopted a directive.  

Siemens is restructuring its entire workforce.  

The government is urging voters to support its policies.  

The committee has arrived at its decision.  

 

But when your focus is on the individual members of an entity, unit or group, use a plural verb and 
plural pronouns.  

The committee have now taken their seats.  

The police have searched everywhere. They failed to find anything.  

A number of people have failed to turn up and their places are in jeopardy.  

The majority of staff are concerned about their jobs.  

 

A percentage or a fraction takes a singular verb if the noun to which it refers is singular; it takes a 
plural verb if the noun is plural.  

Unfortunately, 56% of the workforce lacks the skills to adapt to a new job.  

Only 10% of eligible employees apply regularly for special leave.  

Half the student body is against the measure.  

Two-thirds of respondents say that they are not achieving the results they wish.  

 

Sums of money take a singular verb.  

The government argues that €2 million is sufficient to run the new programme. 

 

Periods of time also take a singular verb. 

Twelve months was the time frame for restructuring the company. 

 

‘Data’ is a plural, but ‘information’ is singular. 

Comparable data are not available on different countries.  
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This information changes our understanding of events.  

 

‘Population’ is normally singular, but because it is a collective noun it can take either a singular or 
plural verb depending on context. 

Nearly two-thirds of the world population has access to the internet. 

Over 7% of the working population have done platform work.  

 

A number of words and phrases are generally expressed as a plural in Eurofound publications: 

• services sector rather than service sector 
• skills level rather than skill level 
• works council rather than work council 
• competencies rather than competences  
• industrial relations systems rather than industrial relation systems 

However, some words and phrases are expressed as singular: 

• employer organisation rather than employers’ organisation 
• employee representative rather than employees’ representative  
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Spelling  

British, not American  
Eurofound publications use British English, not the American (or Australian) variants. This means 
that standard British spelling and terminology should be used in preference to alternatives. Set the 
language in your document to English (UK).  

The main differences between British and US spelling occur in the endings of certain words, in which 
case use:  

• -ise rather than -ize:    organise not organize  
• -our rather than -or:    labour not labor  
• -re rather than -er:    centre not center  
• -yse rather than -yze:   analyse not analyze  
In addition, for a number of verbs ending in -se (license, practise), British English changes -se to -ce 
in the noun form (licence, practice), whereas American English maintains the -ce ending in noun 
form.  

Keep American spellings, however, in proper nouns and titles. 

World Health Organization  

John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts  

US Department of Defense  

International Labour Organization  

 

Note: ‘adviser’ but ‘advisory’.  

Avoid using American English vocabulary; instead, use British English:  

US    British 

labor relations   »  industrial relations  

hire    »  rent  

physician   »  doctor  

program    »  programme (except in relation to computers when ‘program’ is  
                                correct)  

railroad   »  railway  

lawyer    »  solicitor  

transportation   »  transport 
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Double consonants  
Note how the final consonant in some words is doubled when the endings -ing and -ed are added: 

travel    »  travelling, travelled  

level    »  levelling, levelled  

admit    »  admitting, admitted  

refer    »  referring, referred  

format    »  formatting, formatted  

However, this is not the case for other words:  

benefit    »  benefiting, benefited  

focus    »  focusing, focused  

combat   »  combating, combated  

target    »  targeting, targeted  

parallel    »  paralleling, paralleled  

Clarification on some words that can be easily confused 
assure, ensure, insure   ‘Assure’ means to confirm. ‘Ensure’ means to make sure that 

something is accomplished. ‘Insure’ means to arrange for reparation 
in cases of loss or harm. Examples:  
The minister assured the committee that action had been taken.  
The aim of the revised legislation is to ensure that posted workers 
benefit from the same rules as local workers.  
Employers should insure their buildings for the correct rebuild cost. 

Fewer, less  As a general rule, ‘fewer’ should be used with nouns that can be 
counted. ‘Less’ should be used for amounts that are measured, such 
as time. Examples:  
Fewer women than men attended the conference.  
Men spend less time on housework than women. 

Ratio, rate, proportion, share  A ‘ratio’ compares two amounts or quantities. A ‘rate’ is a specific 
type of ratio that expresses the relationship between different units. 
Examples:  
The ratio of women to men at the meeting was two to one. 
Women’s employment and participation rates are still low within the 
sector.  
‘Proportion’ can be synonymous with ‘ratio’ (as a comparison) or 
‘share’ (as a part of the whole). Examples:  
The proportion (synonymous with ratio) of men to women in the 
sector did not change between 2010 and 2020.  
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The long-term care sector employs a growing proportion 
(synonymous with share) of workers in the EU.  

That, who Use ‘that’ for objects and ‘who’ for people. Examples: 
An employee who serves as an employee representative within the 
company.  
The employer organisation that represents the interests of its 
members. 

Spelling of web-related terms  
Eurofound has adopted the following spelling conventions:  

email 

home page 

internet 

intranet 

web 

web page 

Website 

world wide web 
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Terminology  

EU terms  
(Back to Capitalisation) 

The names of EU legal instruments, such as directives, and treaties are capitalised, as are the names 
of institutions, programmes and events. 

Working Time Directive  

Lisbon Treaty  

Youth Guarantee 

European Year of Citizens  

Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion  

Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development  

 

Use the common name of directives (‘Working Time Directive’, for instance), if there is one, in 
preference to the formal title. If it is necessary to use the formal title, capitalise just the identifier at 
the start and leave the descriptive part in lower case. 

Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora 

Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora  

 

In references to specific parts of legislation such as articles, paragraphs and sections, only the term 
‘article’ should be capitalised. 

Under Article 73k, paragraph 1a of the Amsterdam Treaty …  

 

Common nouns typical of EU vocabulary and national legislation should not be capitalised when 
used in a generic sense. 

The 1990 directive limiting working time is applicable in this instance.  

The treaty obliges countries to enact legislation on this within two years. 

The European Commission decision to prohibit Ryanair’s proposed acquisition of Aer Lingus 
was upheld. The programme will run until 2018.  

Further debate on the draft act will have to wait until the autumn. 
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A ‘generic’ sense includes instances where a previously named (and capitalised) item is being 
discussed more generally. 

The Working Time Directive sets an upper limit on weekly working time. The directive also gives 
workers the right to 20 paid annual leave days. 

 

The following terms are capitalised in Eurofound publications:  

• Commission (when referring to the European Commission; European Commission is never 
abbreviated to EC)  

• Member State  
• Member of the European Parliament  
• the Council of the European Union 
• the Agency, when referring to Eurofound or another specific EU agency, otherwise ‘agency or 

agencies’ 

For more on referring to EU countries, see Countries and EU Member States. 

EU country groupings  
Use the following style when referring frequently to groups of countries (but explain at first 
mention). 

• EU27 and the UK and/or Member States and the UK when data include the UK. 
• EU27 and/or Member States (EU28 minus the UK) when data do not include the UK. 
• EU15 (15 EU Member States) refers to the number of Member States prior to enlargement in 

2004. 
• For the states that joined after 2004, Eurofound has generally used new Member States (NMS) to 

denote these. With the amount of time that has passed newer Member States is more 
appropriate. 

• An alternative formulation is EU13. The decision on which to use – for the time being – will be on 
a case-by-case basis.  

 

Note: For most purposes, ‘EU’ should be used when talking about all Member States together, 
rather than ‘EU27’. 

National bodies  
(Back to Capitalisation) 

The proper names of national bodies and institutions when translated from the original national 
language are capitalised (in title case), as is proposed and adopted national legislation. 

The programme was established by the Ministry of Employment and Social Security in Spain.  

The Bank of Italy issued a stability report, identifying …  
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The Trade Unions and Labour Relations Bill 1997 states …   

Denmark’s Supreme Court ruled that …  

 

‘Constitution’ is also typically capitalised when referring to specific national constitutions.  

The original-language names of national institutions may be used if they are commonly used by 
English speakers or if they are central to the topic under discussion (though normal practice is to use 
the English-language equivalent). A translation or definition should be given on first mention, 

Finance policy of the central, regional and local authorities is coordinated with the monetary 
and credit policy of the Bundesbank, the German Federal Bank.  

The Cortes (Spanish parliament) recently approved a report on the regulation of working time.  

 

Social partner organisations  
Eurofound publications refer extensively to the main social partner organisations in national 
industrial relations, particularly trade unions, employer organisations, and bipartite and tripartite 
bodies. It must be clear to readers what these institutions are. There are two options when referring 
to social partner organisations in Eurofound publications. The first option should be used for most 
reports when referring to just a select number of organisations, and the second option should be 
used when there are a larger number of organisations mentioned and/or there is an important 
reason why full names in the original language should be provided in the main text. 

Option 1: Include the English translation of the original-language name of the organisation followed 
by the original-language acronym or abbreviation in brackets in the first instance. Thereafter, just 
use the abbreviated form. If it is necessary to include full names in the original language, a glossary 
may be the most effective way to present this information (to avoid for the purposes of readability 
using the original-language name in the body of the text).  

At national level, employees are represented by a single trade union organisation, the Free 
Trade Union Confederation of Latvia (LBAS). LBAS did not support the full proposal. 

 

Option 2: This option should be used on a case-by-case basis and requires consultation with a 
Eurofound editor. On first mention of an organisation, give the English translation of the original-
language name and put the original-language name and acronym or abbreviation in brackets after 
(in normal type, not italics). Thereafter, use only the abbreviated form. If choosing this option, the 
full names in both languages and original-language acronym or common form should be provided by 
the author.  

The Confederation of German Employers’ Associations (Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen 
Arbeitgeberverbände, BDA) has been involved in negotiations. The BDA released its proposal. 
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The overall aim is to ensure consistency in how the names of organisations or institutions are 
presented within a publication. 

See also Foreign terms. 

Eurofound surveys 
When referring to Eurofound surveys,  the name should be capitalised and in plain text inside 
quotation marks, so ‘European Working Conditions Survey’, ‘European Quality of Life Survey’, and 
‘European Company Survey’. After the first use, the appropriate acronym can be used – EWCS, EQLS 
and ECS. 

If referring to a specific survey, the year when the survey fieldwork was carried out should be 
indicated instead of the survey edition or round, as this is a standard convention for surveys and 
more meaningful for the reader. For example, the ‘European Working Conditions Survey 2015’ 
should be used at first reference and EWCS 2015 thereafter. So:  

• EQLS 2016 not fourth/4th EQLS/4EQLS 

• ECS 2004 not first/1st ECS/1ECS 

• EWCS 2015 not sixth/6th EWCS/6EWCS 

It is preferable to refer to each time a survey is carried out as an ‘edition’ rather than a ‘wave’ which 
is more usually associated with panel surveys.  
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References and bibliographies 
For referencing in web publications, see Referencing and linking in HTML. 

General  
Eurofound uses an author-date referencing system. A short citation is included in the text, giving the 
author’s surname and the date of publication. Then a full reference with sufficient detail to locate 
the source material is given in a ‘References’ list or ‘Bibliography’ at the end.  

The general approach to referencing in Eurofound publications is to list only the very important 
sources in reference lists and bibliographies. As the Eurofound target audience is not primarily an 
academic or specialist one, it is often preferable to create self-explanatory references within the 
text. This can eliminate the need to compile long reference lists and bibliographies at the end of 
documents.  

For instance, you can make references to primary sources, such as the texts of laws or collective 
agreements, in your text. 

According to Article 23 of the Paternity Leave and Benefit Act 2016 … 

The 2017 collective agreement for the technology industry sets out the conditions …  

 

You do not, then, need to place these references at the end of your document. Similarly, with 
references to general sources of factual information – particularly statistical data – the name of the 
source organisation in the text is usually enough. 

Recent figures from the Central Statistical Office indicate the unemployment rate among under-
25s stood at 14.5% in August 2019.  

 

When references are included, ensure that they are consistent in style and that each reference in 
the text has a corresponding entry in the reference list or bibliography.  

Referencing in the text  
When an author’s work is referred to without naming them, cite in brackets at the appropriate point 
their name and the year of publication. 

Assessments of the impact of short-time work schemes agree that their impact on employment 
retention has been positive (Hijzen and Martin, 2013; Cahuc, 2019).  

 

If the author (or corporate author) has a lower-case letter at the beginning of their surname or 
organisation it should remain lower case. 

The president-elect repeated this statement on 10 September (von der Leyen, 2019).  
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Separate each element of the citation using commas. If the text refers to an author by name, their 
name is followed by the year of publication. 

Corbergan (2010) believed there was no doubt about its significance.  

  

It is much better to place citations at the end of a sentence and not to break up its flow by placing 
them in the middle. 

Some critics have argued that countries with extended forms of employee involvement 
would suffer from this legislation and would be less attractive for the formation of Ses (BDA/BDI, 
2004; von Werder, 2004).  

 Some critics have argued (BDA/BDI, 2004; von Werder, 2004) that countries with extended 
forms of employee involvement would suffer from this legislation and would be less attractive 
for the formation of Ses.  

 

For references to more than one work by the same author in the same year, add the letters a, b, c 
after the year. 

The impact of short-time work schemes has been largely positive (Cahuc, 2019a).  

… its effects in global terms has been highlighted (Cahuc, 2019b).  

 

For references to two or more works within the same citation, provide author and year for each 
work and separate them with a semicolon, ordering them chronologically. 

The impact of short-time work schemes has been largely positive (Martin, 2016; Cahuc, 2019).  

 

Where references are published in the same year, order them alphabetically.  

… its effects in global terms has been highlighted (Cahuc, 2019, DePaul, 2019).  

 

For a work by two authors, cite both authors, joining their surnames with ‘and’. 

The impact of short-time work schemes has been largely positive (Hijzen and Martin, 2013).  

 

For a work by more than two authors, cite the first author and add ‘et al’ (in plain text, not italics). 

The impact of short-time work schemes has been largely positive (Cahuc et al, 2019).  

 

For works by authors with the same surname, use their initials in the citation. 
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The impact of short-time work schemes has been largely positive (P. Cahuc, 2019; D. Cahuc, 
2018).  

 

For works produced by an organisation, where the author’s name is not given, use the organisation 
name as author.  

The sector employs a growing share of workers in the EU (Eurofound, 2020).  

 
For a newspaper article (where the citations provide a key source), use the newspaper name as 
author.  

As a consequence of the integration of ABN Amro’s investment bank into RBS’s global markets 
division, 7,000 jobs cuts were announced in April 2008 (Financial Times, 2008).  

 

For works where the same author or organisation is referenced in different years, put a comma 
between years. 

… additionally creating intergenerational challenges (Vandaele, 2018, 2019). 

… where social dialogue has traditionally played a more important role (Eurofound, 2020a, 
2020b). 

 

For works where the two or more authors or organisations are referenced that have more than one 
work use chronological order as in the example below. 

… where social dialogue has traditionally played a more important role (Smith, 2002, 2004; 
Jones, 2003). 

 

For works that are in the process of becoming published, use the format in the example below. 

… the employment effects have been deemed positive (Cahuc, forthcoming).  

  

For works that are in the unpublished state, use the format in the example below.  

… the employment effects have been deemed positive (Cahuc, unpublished).  

 

If a citation refers to a particular passage in the source text, page numbers are included. Use the 
abbreviation ‘p.’ to refer to one page number or ‘pp.’ for page ranges. 

The impact of short-time work schemes has been largely positive (Cahuc, 2019, p. 75).  

The impact of short-time work schemes has been largely positive (Cahuc, 2019, pp. 75–82).  
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Note: Where no date is given, put ‘undated’ in the brackets. If there is more than one work by 
the author, the ‘undated’ work will be listed last. If there is more than one work by the author in 
the same year, use ‘undated-a’, ‘undated-b’, ‘undated-c’, etc. 

 

Reference lists and bibliographies  
All the works cited in the text should be listed in full at the end of text – in a ‘References’ list, if it 
includes only works cited in the text, or in a ‘Bibliography’ if any other works have been consulted 
but not directly cited within the text. For the purposes of Eurofound material, overwhelmingly a 
references list is more useful and more readily managed. 

Authors must supply all the reference information, ensuring that it is accurate and consistent.  

All reference lists/bibliographies are to include a sentence at the beginning, which states:  
All Eurofound publications are available at www.eurofound.europa.eu 

Format  
The general format is: author, year, title of work. These elements are then followed by other 
information that may help to locate the source, such as the publisher and the place of publication.  

The following are some general guidelines on formatting reference lists and bibliographies:  

• separate each element in the entry with a comma, except the author initial(s) and the year; 
however, if the title of a work ends with a question mark, no comma follows it 

• end each entry with a full stop 
• keep the original spelling of titles – do not change ‘ize’ spellings, for example, into house style 
• avoid Latin expressions such as op. cit., loc. Cit. and idem 

 

Note: If a reference title ends in an exclamation point or question mark, this mark takes the 
place of the comma that would have otherwise appeared after the title.  

Example:  
Bechter, B., Brandl, B. and Meardi, G. (2012), ‘Sectors or countries?’ European Journal of 
Industrial Relations, Vol. 18, No. 3, pp. 185–202. 

 

Order  
Entries are arranged alphabetically by the first author’s surname. All entries by the same author are 
listed in date order (earliest first), followed by any entries by that author and another (in date 
order), and then any entries by the author and more than one other person (in date order).  

Blanchflower, D. (2008), International evidence on well-being, IZA Discussion Paper No. 3354, 
Institute for the Study of Labour, Bonn. 

http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/
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Blanchflower, D. and Bell, D. (2011), ‘Young people and the Great Recession’, Oxford Review of 
Economic Policy, Vol. 27, No. 2, pp. 241–267. 

Blanchflower, D. and Freeman, R. (eds.) (2000), Youth employment and joblessness in advanced 
countries, NBER Comparative Labor Market Series, University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 

Blanchflower, D., Oswald, A. and Saney, P. (1996), ‘Wages, profits and rent-sharing’, Quarterly 
Journal of Economics, Vol. 111, No. 1, pp. 227–252. 

Author  
Author names are inverted, with the surname first, followed by a comma and the author’s initial(s) 
and a full stop; two or more initials are separated by a space.  

One author  

Fineman, S. (2003), Understanding emotion at work, Sage, London.  

 

Between two and six authors  

For works with between two and six authors, include all authors in the reference. 

Marginson, P., Arrowsmith, J. and Gray, M. (2008), ‘Undermining or reframing collective 
bargaining? Variable pay in two sectors compared’, Human Resource Management Journal, Vol. 
18, No. 4, pp. 327–346.  

 

More than six authors  

If there are more than six authors, the seventh and subsequent author names are replaced with ‘et 
al’.  

Black, C. P., Arlo, S. T., Rechit, R., Machlen, J. P., Sempson, K., Bee, A. L. et al (2010), Working time 
debates – An historical perspective, Cork University Press, Cork.  

 

Corporate authors  

If the source material is produced by an organisation and no author name is given, use the 
organisation name as author. 

OECD (2019), Policy responses to new forms of work, OECD Publishing, Paris. 

 

When an organisation name is normally abbreviated, the abbreviation is used and may be followed 
by the full name in brackets if the organisation is not widely known (however, if followed by a 
second entry by the same author, the organisation name is not expanded on the second instance). 

ILO (International Labour Organization) (2012), Global employment trends 2012: Preventing a 
deeper jobs crisis, International Labour Office, Geneva.  
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Note that the in-text reference uses the abbreviated organisation name: (ILO, 2012).  
 

Lower-case letter at beginning of name 

If the author or corporate author has a lower-case letter at the beginning of their name, it should 
appear as lower case in the references.  

ver.di (Vereinte Dienstleistungsgewerkschaft) (2020), Wir bleiben mitbestimmt! – 
Betriebsratsarbeit wichtiger denn je, Berlin.  

 

Eurofound as corporate author  

Eurofound is the corporate author of its publications.  

Eurofound (2012), NEETs – Young people not in employment, education or training: 
Characteristics, costs and policy responses in Europe, Publications Office of the European Union, 
Luxembourg.  

  
(See also Eurofound publications) 

 

Non-English language corporate author and publisher 

Where the name of the corporate author is in a language other than English (such as Bundesagentur 
für Arbeit) keep it in the original language rather than translating it (to Federal Employment Agency). 
The same applies to the publisher – Universitat de Barcelona rather than Barcelona University. 

However, if the author has consistently used an English translation, do not translate back. 

RMO (Raad voor Maatschappelijke Ontwikkeling) (2010), De weg omhoog: Een analyse van het 
vertoog over sociale mobiliteit in regeringsbeleid, The Hague. 

 

Same author in the same year  

To distinguish publications by the same author in the same year, include letters of the alphabet after 
the year, ensuring consistency with in-text citations.  

Letters should be assigned based on what order the publications are cited in the report (first 
reference receives the letter ‘a’, second reference receives the letter ‘b’ and so on). If publications 
are not cited in the report and are included only in the bibliography, they are listed in alphabetical 
order after the publications that are cited. 

ETUC (European Trade Union Confederation) (2018a), A guide for trade unions: Involving trade 
unions in climate action to build a just transition, Brussels. (listed in report) 

ETUC (2018b), ETUC resolution: Strategy for more democracy at work, Brussels. (listed in report) 
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ETUC (2018c), Building on experiences: A win–win approach to transnational industrial relations in 
multinational companies, Brussels. (not listed in report) 

ETUC (2018d), Trade unions protecting self-employed workers, Brussels. (not listed in report) 

Note: As with this example, the acronym for an organisation is only spelled out on first 
reference. 

 

Editor in place of author  

If the publication has been overseen by an editor, the editor’s name is used as author. This is 
followed by ‘ed.’ In brackets. 

Norris, P. (ed.) (1999), Critical citizens: Global support for democratic government, Oxford 
University Press, Oxford.  

 

More than one editor  

For publications with more than one editor, each editor’s name is included, followed by ‘eds’ in 
brackets. 

Della Chiesa, B., Scott, J. and Hinton, C. (eds.) (2012), Languages in a global world: Learning for 
better cultural understanding, OECD Publishing, Paris.  

 

Translated works  

For works that have been translated from another language, include the name of the translator after 
that of the author. 

Freire, P. (trans. Bergman Ramos, M.) (2007), Pedagogy of the oppressed, 30th anniversary 
edition, Continuum, New York.  

 

Books and reports  
The pattern of reference entries for (entire) books and reports is: author surname, author initial(s), 
year, title, publisher, place of publication. Page numbers are generally omitted in book and report 
references.  

Title  

Titles are written in sentence case (all lower case except the first word and proper nouns) and 
italicised. Capitalise the first word of subtitles, whether separated from the main title by a colon or a 
dash.  

Note: Where titles are in languages other than English, no translation should or need be supplied. If 
translations have been provided consistently, leave them. 
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Place of publication  

The place of publication is the city where the publication was published. If more than one city is 
identified, include just the first. If the city is not well known, include the country too. (If cities within 
the United States are referenced, add the state they are located in.) The place of publishing may not 
always be included in a book or report’s citation. In those instances, ‘place’ can be omitted from the 
reference. 

Editions  

If the source publication is a second or subsequent edition, the edition should be referenced. 

Clifton-Day, E., Hewson, C., Irving, E. and Strada, F. (2008), Employment law in Europe, 2nd ed., 
Tottel Publishing, Haywards Heath, UK.  

 

Book chapters  
The basic pattern for book chapter references is: author surname, author initial(s), year, chapter 
title, editor surname, editor initials, book title, publisher, place, page numbers. As noted above, if 
the place of publishing is not included in a book’s citation, ‘place’ can be omitted from the reference. 

The chapter title is written in sentence case and placed between quotation marks. The page range 
for the chapter is usually included (note the full three digits of page numbers are used after the ‘en’ 
dash in the example below).  

Huws, U. (2017), ‘Where did online platforms come from? The virtualization of work organizations 
and the new policy challenges it raises’, in Meil, P. and Kirov, V. (eds.), Policy implications of virtual 
work, Palgrave Macmillan, Cham, Switzerland, pp. 29–48. 

 
Journal articles  
The pattern of reference entries for journal articles is: author surname, author initial(s), year, title 
of article, full title of journal, volume number, issue/part number, page numbers. There is no need 
to include the publisher or place of publication.  

Use sentence case for the titles of articles and place them within single quotation marks. Journal 
titles are written in headline style (main words capitalised) and italicised. The page range for the 
article is usually included. 

Guest, D. E. (2017), ‘Human resource management and employee well-being: Towards a new 
analytic framework’, Human Resource Management Journal, Vol. 27, No. 1, pp. 22–38. 

 

For journals that are published electronically, the page range may be replaced by an identifier 
without ‘pp’. 

Benavides, F. G. (2016), ‘Basic questionnaire and methodological criteria for surveys on working 
conditions, employment, and health’, Cadernos de Saúde Pública, Vol. 32, No. 9, e00210715. 
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Web pages  
For website citations, the body that owns the site can usually be taken as the author. Put the title of 
the page in sentence case and italics. Note also that we give the URL only when a web search does 
not readily yield the page in question: the reader is more likely to enter the title into a search engine 
than a lengthy URL. And include the (latest) date on which it was accessed. 

European Commission (undated), The European Semester, web page, available at 
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/making-it-happen/annual-growth-surveys/index_en.htm, 
accessed 12 July 2017.  

 

Where a web page contains a date of publication, this can be used instead of ‘undated’. And when 
searching the title readily returns the page in a search, do not include a URL. 

European Commission (undated), Social dialogue, web page, accessed 1 October 2020. 

 

See Creating references that work for guidance on referencing web pages in HTML products. 

Note: Eurofound use italics for titles of web pages in references. Note also that web pages are 
frequently undated, hence the use of ‘undated’ in the example above. 

 

Conference papers and presentations  
References to papers and presentations presented at conferences should include the name of the 
conference, the date(s) on which it took place and the location. The title of the presentation or 
paper is written in sentence case and placed between quotation marks. If the conference has a 
substantive title, this is written in sentence case and italicised, while the generic conference name is 
written in headline case plain text (not italicised).  

Baudy, M. (2011), ‘Construction materials to liberate the city’, conference presentation, The 
European urban fabric in the 21st century, 5th European Summit of Cities and Regions, 16–17 
November, Birmingham, United Kingdom.  

 

Unpublished works  
If a document has been accepted for publication, cite as much information as possible and add 
‘forthcoming’ to the end of the reference. 

Rosemann, K. (forthcoming), ‘Stress and burn-out in the caring professions’, Scandinavian 
Journal of Work, Environment and Health. 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/making-it-happen/annual-growth-surveys/index_en.htm
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Newspaper articles  
The newspaper is the author in the case of newspaper references; the reference also includes year, 
the article headline – in single quotes, sentence case and plain text – and the date (day and month 
only). 

Financial Times (2011), ‘McAfee reveals huge series of cyberattacks’, 3 August.  

 

If there is a particular reason for highlighting the author’s name (for instance, if the author is 
mentioned in the text), you should do so as shown in the example below. 

Dawkins, R. (2004), ‘Understanding evolutionary science’, Financial Times, 10 May.  

 

This is cited in the text by the author’s surname and year.  

(Dawkins, 2004) 

 

Blog posts 
Similar to a newspaper articles, except that the term ‘blog post’ is included in the description after 
the title. Like news articles, author’s name is only included if there is a particular reason for 
highlighting. 

World Economic Forum (2020), ‘This plan could save the planet and help the economic recovery 
from COVID-19’, blog post, 12 October. 

 

Press releases 
Similar to a newspaper articles, except that the term ‘press release’ is included in the description 
after the title. 

OECD (2020), ‘Employers must remove barriers to work for all generations’, press release, 16 
December. 

 

Theses  
Thesis titles are written in sentence case and italicised. References should note the level of the 
degree and the institution. 

Kunz, P. (2005), Ethnic entrepreneurs, ethnic precincts, and tourism: Missed opportunities for 
Sydney, PhD thesis, University of Technology, Sydney.  
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European Union publications  
The organisation is considered to be the corporate author and the following format is used. 

European Commission (2020), Shaping the digital transformation in Europe, Publications Office 
of the European Union, Luxembourg.  

 

References to European Commission communications (COM documents) and other types of 
documents should include the identifier after the title, which is written in sentence case and italics. 

European Commission (2012), Towards a job-rich recovery, COM(2012)173 final, Brussels.  

 

Items in Official Journal of the European Union 
Items in the Official Journal of the European Union should follow the same style as journal articles. 

Council of the European Union (2013), ‘Council Recommendation of 22 April 2013 on 
establishing a Youth Guarantee’, Official Journal of the European Union, C 120, 26 April. 

  

CJEU decisions 
CJEU decisions may or may not benefit from the addition of the URL. 

CJEU (2014), ‘Judgment of the Court (Third Chamber) of 3 December 2104, Case C-315/15 – De 
Clercq and Others, ECLI:EU:C:2014:2408’, Court Reports – general, web page, December, 
available at http://curia.europa.eu/juris/liste.jsf?num=C-315/13, accessed 5 June 2017. 

CJEU (2007), ‘Judgment of the Court (Grand Chamber) of 18 December 2007. Case C-341/05 – 
Laval un Partneri, ECLI:EU:C:2007:809’, European Court Reports, 2007 I-11767. 

 

European Parliament publications 
Where there is an identifier, this should be included as it enables a person to distinguish the 
document.  

European Parliament (2011), Motion for a European Parliament resolution on European 
Urban Agenda and its future in Cohesion Policy, 2010/2158(INI), Brussels. 

 European Parliament (2011), Motion for a European Parliament resolution on European 
Urban Agenda and its future in Cohesion Policy, Committee on Regional Development, Brussels. 

 

Resolutions etc. can also be published through Strasbourg. 

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/liste.jsf?num=C-315/13
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European Parliament (2014), Resolution of 27 February 2014 on the situation of Fundamental 
rights in the European Union (2012), 2013/2078(INI), Strasbourg. 

 

Eurostat online dataset 
Eurostat datasets do not need to be referenced in the bibliography/reference list. In-text citations 
should be presented as follows. 

Eurostat [migr_asydcfsta] 

 

If a Eurostat dataset/database has been included as a source for a figure or table, it should 

take the following structure. 

Source: Eurostat, First instance decisions on applications by citizenship, age and sex – Annual 
aggregated data (rounded) [migr_asydcfsta] 

 

Editing a citation emanating from an organisation’s subdivision 
In the example below, the UN is the institutional author regardless of department. The author, 
however, is very long. 

 United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division (2012), 
World urbanization prospects: The 2011 revision, New York. 

 

Think of how to make the in-text citation more concise. Place the name of the department further 
along for any necessary clarification. 

United Nations (2012), World urbanization prospects: The 2011 revision, UN Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, New York. 

 

And then ask yourself is the extra information necessary?  

United Nations (2012), World urbanization prospects: The 2011 revision, New York. 

 

Eurofound publications  
For the purposes of referencing Eurofound publications, the Agency’s publications fall into two main 
categories:  
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• reports and policy briefs published through the Publications Office of the European Union in 
Luxembourg 

• publications (such as representativeness studies, working papers, blog posts, news articles, 
infographics, some corporate communications and the European Industrial Relations 
Dictionary) published through Eurofound, Dublin 

Note: Whether the publication is in HTML, made available solely as an online PDF or is available in 
hard copy is immaterial; these two categories (for the purposes of referencing) cover all Eurofound’s 
publications. 

In all cases, Eurofound is the corporate author and individual authors’ names should not be cited.  

1. Eurofound publications published through the Publications Office  

These publications are referenced in the same way as a book, but the publisher is the Publications 
Office of the European Union and the place of publication is Luxembourg.  

Eurofound (2020), Long-term care workforce: Employment and working conditions, Publications 
Office of the European Union, Luxembourg.  

 

If the publication is part of a Eurofound series include that information as shown in the following 
example. 

Eurofound (2020), Industrial relations: Developments 2015–2019, Challenges and prospects in the 
EU series, Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg.  

 

2. Eurofound-published material 
For Eurofound-published material, Eurofound is the publisher and the place of publication is Dublin. 
As Eurofound is the publisher, there is no need to repeat this after the title. Representativeness 
studies and corporate communications are referenced as shown in the following examples. 

Eurofound (2020), Representativeness of the European social partner organisations: Local and 
regional government sector and social services, Sectoral social dialogue series, Dublin. 

Eurofound (2020), Programming document 2021–2024: Towards recovery and resilience, Dublin. 

 

Blog posts and news articles published by Eurofound are referenced as shown in the following 
examples. 

Eurofound (2020), ‘Does the new telework generation need a right to disconnect?’ blog post, 3 
December. 

Eurofound (2020), ‘Reflecting on developments of living and working conditions across the EU 
over the past decade’, news article, 30 November. 

 

Working papers are referenced as shown in the following example. 
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Eurofound (2019), The role of motivation for sustainable work, Eurofound working paper, Dublin. 

 

Items from the European Industrial Relations Dictionary are referenced as shown in the following 
example. 

Eurofound (2020), ‘Capacity building’, European Industrial Relations Dictionary, Dublin. 

 

Referencing of Eurofound HTML material  
Where Eurofound’s HTML material is referenced in a bibliography or reference section, style as 
Eurofound-published material. 

Eurofound (2016), Romania: New law enhances role of trade unions in collective bargaining 
process, Dublin. 

 

If the material comes from a specific database or section in the Eurofound website that information 
should be included in the reference as shown in the examples below. 

Eurofound (2020), Allowing new working arrangement due to pandemic, case HU-2020-12/659 
(measures in Hungary), COVID-19 EU PolicyWatch, Dublin. 

Eurofound (2020), Future scenarios of platform work, Platform economy repository, Dublin.  
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Referencing and linking in HTML publications  

HTML pages: linking to non-Eurofound content 

Distinguishing references and links 
Web content typically looks something like this, with embedded hyperlinks bringing the reader to 
other content: 

 

 

Eurofound writing for the web has moved away from a one-size-fits-all approach using embedded 
links. Instead, what were formerly links are classed as either references or links. 

• Links give access to more information, context, or further detail. 
• References indicate the source of the information. 
In the example above, the links are highlighted in yellow: 

• The European Pillar of Social Rights 
• The joint statement from the European social partners 
• The EU action plan on the gender pay gap 
Meanwhile, the concluding report (circled in red) is a reference. 

Formatting links 
Links should be presented after the paragraph to which they refer, as bullet points. From the above 
example, the links would appear at the end like so (and be removed from the text): 

https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/observatories/eurwork/articles/eu-level-latest-working-life-developments-q4-2017
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Creating links that work  
Avoid creating embedded hyperlinks: All links should stand outside the paragraph, in a bullet list. 

Apply a standard formatting: include the creator/author of the page, and link to the full title of the 
web page 

Use links judiciously: Minimising links generally is wise, given that they tend to break often. In 
writing a piece, ask yourself how necessary it is to provide a link for the reader. And for editors, just 
because an author has inserted links does not necessarily mean that they should be retained in the 
editing process. For a EurWORK quarterly update of approximately 800 words, there should be no 
more than six links, for example. 

Avoid links for names of organisations: If the reader is interested in learning more about an 
organisation they can readily Google the name. 

Link labels 
Labels are used in front of links help the user to understand more about the links before clicking on 
them. It is good practice to set expectations and inform users about the nature of links in this way.  

• Internal links – based on content/file type 
 
o Content 
 Topic: Well-functioning and inclusive labour markets 
 Event: Webinar: Flexible working in the digital age – Is everyone a winner? 
 Publication: Living and working in Europe 2015-2018  

[for all report types, topical updates, working paper1] 
 Article: Minimum wages in 2019 – First findings 
 European Industrial relations Dictionary: title 
 Blog post: page title 
 Country: page title 
 Presentation: page title [for links to the presentation pages] 

 
o File (links to PDFs) 
 Programme: title (PDF) 
 Presentation: Improving monitoring of posted workers in the EU: Steps required (PDF) 

 
• Internal links – based on information architecture location 

 
1 Linked to main publication webpage. 

https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/topic/inclusive-labour-markets
https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/events/webinar-flexible-working-digital-age
https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/publications/annual-report/2019/living-and-working-in-europe-2015-2018
https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/publications/article/2019/minimum-wages-in-2019-first-findings
https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/sites/default/files/ef_event/field_ef_documents/presentation_posted_workers_eu_presidency_romania_bucharest_20190402_ibi.pdf
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o Observatory: EurLIFE 
o About us: What we do 
o About us: Procurement opportunities 
o Survey: page title 
o Data: Statutory minimum wages  
o Interactive page: page title 

 
• External links 

o Name of organisation: title of webpage 
o OECD: Forty-two countries adopt new OECD Principles on Artificial Intelligence 

 

Formatting references 
In this example, the concluding report can be formatted as a standard reference. To link the 
reference to the text, a footnote is used. Hence, the entire section would look like this: 

 

 

https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/observatories/eurlife
https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/data/statutory-minimum-wages
https://www.oecd.org/science/forty-two-countries-adopt-new-oecd-principles-on-artificial-intelligence.htm
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Creating references that work  
Apply standard formatting: author, title (linked, in roman script) and place of publication: 

BIS (Department for Business, Innovation and Skills) (2012), Industrial strategy: UK sector 
analysis, London.  

BusinessEurope (2013), BusinessEurope’s proposals for an industrial compact: A pro-industrial 
growth framework, Brussels. 

 

 
Avoid URLs: Instead, incorporate the link into the title. (In this example of a European Commission 
communication, make both title and COM information a hyperlink): 

 European Commission (2013), Action Plan for a competitive and sustainable steel industry 
in Europe, COM(2013)407, Brussels. 

 European Commission (2013), Action Plan for a competitive and sustainable steel industry 
in Europe, COM(2013)407, Brussels,  
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52013DC0407&from=EN  

 

  
You may of course need to reference a source that is not available online: a printed publication, 
unpublished conference presentation, thesis and so on. The standard Eurofound bibliographical 
entry is used. The title is (naturally) not linked, and is formatted in italic where appropriate: 

Piketty, T. (2014), Capital in the twenty-first century, The Belknap Press, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.  

 

Advantages of linking/referencing 
There are a number of advantages to this approach. 

• It is easier to write: there is not the same need to structure the sentence to accommodate a 
meaningful link and facilitate screenreaders.  

• It is easier to check and manage links to minimise broken links. 
• The reader is made aware of exactly where they are being taken. 
• With references styled as references, the document can still be found if and when the link breaks. 
 

  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/industrial-strategy-uk-sector-analysis
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/industrial-strategy-uk-sector-analysis
http://www.ima-europe.eu/content/businesseurope-proposals-industrial-compact-%E2%80%93-pro-industrial-growth-framework
http://www.ima-europe.eu/content/businesseurope-proposals-industrial-compact-%E2%80%93-pro-industrial-growth-framework
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52013DC0407&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52013DC0407&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52013DC0407&from=EN
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HTML pages: linking to Eurofound content 
When it comes to Eurofound content, you have two options. 

• Use the same linking/referencing approach as outlined previously. 
• Insert the link in the ‘Related content’ box. 

 

Where the link is directly relevant to the content of the page, include it in the main page. 

Where the link is only indirectly relevant, or could provide background information or context, it can 
be moved to the ‘Related content’ box. 

When including links to Eurofound material in the main page, specify the type of item it is 
(publication, blog post, news piece): 

 

 

Referencing a PDF publication  
As far as possible, avoid linking directly to a PDF. It is better to link to the web page that hosts a PDF. 
The web page may contain ancillary information; the link may also be more robust over time. For 
Eurofound publications, always link to the host page: it offers a short summary of the publication – 
more useful to the user than being brought straight into a PDF. The text of the link should be the 
title of the document:  

Eurofound (2018), Mapping varieties of industrial relations: Eurofound’s analytical framework 
applied, Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg. 

 

https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/publications/report/2018/mapping-varieties-of-industrial-relations-eurofounds-analytical-framework-applied
https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/publications/report/2018/mapping-varieties-of-industrial-relations-eurofounds-analytical-framework-applied
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If you must link directly to a PDF, however, alert readers by including the word ‘PDF’ in brackets in 
the link (making sure to include it as part of the linked material); as seen in an earlier example. This 
applies, with different formatting, whether the item is presented as a link or as a reference:  

Confédération Syndicat European, BusinessEurope, CEEP and UEAPME: Social Summit for Fair 
Jobs and Growth, Gothenburg 16–17 November 2017: Statement of the European social 
partners (PDF) 

Confédération Syndicat European, BusinessEurope, CEEP and UEAPME (2017), Social Summit 
for Fair Jobs and Growth, Gothenburg 16–17 November 2017: Statement of the European social 
partners (PDF), Brussels.  

 

 

Note: File size is not included in the PDF reference. 

Organisation names in HTML  
When discussing organisations with non-English language names in HTML documents, give the 
English-language translation followed by the original-language abbreviation. Only create a link to it if 
it is not readily found through a web search. In this case, a URL is acceptable. 

 

 

See also Abbreviations and acronyms. 

  

https://www.businesseurope.eu/sites/buseur/files/media/press_releases/2017-11-17_sp_joint_statement_on_the_occasion_of_gothenburg_summit.pdf
https://www.businesseurope.eu/sites/buseur/files/media/press_releases/2017-11-17_sp_joint_statement_on_the_occasion_of_gothenburg_summit.pdf
https://www.businesseurope.eu/sites/buseur/files/media/press_releases/2017-11-17_sp_joint_statement_on_the_occasion_of_gothenburg_summit.pdf
https://www.businesseurope.eu/sites/buseur/files/media/press_releases/2017-11-17_sp_joint_statement_on_the_occasion_of_gothenburg_summit.pdf
https://www.businesseurope.eu/sites/buseur/files/media/press_releases/2017-11-17_sp_joint_statement_on_the_occasion_of_gothenburg_summit.pdf
https://www.businesseurope.eu/sites/buseur/files/media/press_releases/2017-11-17_sp_joint_statement_on_the_occasion_of_gothenburg_summit.pdf
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Annex 1: Copyright and author information 
Note to editors: All Eurofound reports published through the Publications Office in Luxembourg 
have a standard copyright page, which contains the author information and the publishing 
identifiers for the report. This example is appended for information. 

 

When citing this report, please use the following wording: 

Eurofound (2020), Capacity building for effective social dialogue in the European Union, 
Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg. 

 

Authors: Christian Welz, Marina Patriarka, David Foden and Ricardo Rodriguez Contreras 
Research managers: Christian Welz, David Foden, Marina Patriarka and Ricardo Rodriguez Contreras  
Eurofound project: Exploring scope for capacity building for effective social dialogue (180203)  
Peer reviewer: [if applicable] 
Contributor: [if applicable] 
Provider: [if applicable] 
Acknowledgements: The Network of Eurofound Correspondents (see Annex 1 for list), participants 
at expert and stakeholder seminars in 2018 (Brussels) and 2019 (Riga and Gdansk) and European-
level social partners who attended Eurofound’s lunch debate in May 2019 to discuss the Agency’s 
comparative work on industrial relations and how its findings and related tools can enhance capacity 
building for social dialogue at national level. 
 

Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European Union 

Print:   ISBN: 978-92-897-1572-0  doi:10.2806/521424  TJ-02-17-166-EN-C 
PDF:   ISBN: 978-92-897-1573-7 doi:10.2806/370969  TJ-02-17-166-EN-N 

This report and any associated materials are available online at http://eurofound.link/ef20002 It is 
part of Eurofound’s [series name] series. See the full series at http://eurofound.link/[link] 

© European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2020 

Reproduction is authorised provided the source is acknowledged. 

For any use or reproduction of photos or other material that is not under the Eurofound copyright, 
permission must be sought directly from the copyright holders. 

Cover image: © [Adobe Stock/Shutterstock/EUP/other] 

Any queries on copyright must be addressed in writing to: copyright@eurofound.europa.eu  

Research carried out prior to the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union on 31 January 2020, and 
published subsequently, may include data relating to the 28 EU Member States. Following this date, 
research only takes into account the 27 EU Member States (EU28 minus the UK), unless specified 
otherwise.  

http://eurofound.link/ef20002
mailto:copyright@eurofound.europa.eu
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This report presents the results of research conducted largely prior to the outbreak of COVID-19 in 
Europe in February 2020. For this reason, the results do not fully take account of the outbreak. 

The European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (Eurofound) is a 
tripartite European Union Agency established in 1975. Its role is to provide knowledge in the area of 
social, employment and work-related policies according to Regulation (EU) 2019/127.  

European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 

Telephone: (+353 1) 204 31 00 
Email: information@eurofound.europa.eu 
Web: www.eurofound.europa.eu 

mailto:information@eurofound.europa.eu
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Annex 2: Frequently used abbreviations and 
acronyms 
Table A1: Frequently used abbreviations and acronyms in Eurofound reports – 2021  

ABB activity-based budgeting 

AI artificial intelligence 

AROPE at risk of poverty or social exclusion (EU indicator) 

ASGS Annual Sustainable Growth Survey 

BusinessEurope Confederation of European Business 

CATI computer-assisted telephone interviewing 

Cedefop European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training 

CEEP European Centre of Employers and Enterprises providing Public Services and Services of 
general interest 

CESI European Confederation of Independent Trade Unions 

CJEU Court of Justice of the European Union  

CPCS Standing Committee for Social Concertation 

CPD continuing professional development 

CSRs country-specific recommendations 

ECA European Court of Auditors  

ECB European Central Bank  

ECEC  early childhood education and care  

ECHR European Convention of Human Rights 

ECtHR European Court of Human Rights 

ECS European Company Survey 

EDI  Electronic Data Interchange  

EEA European Economic Area 

EESC European Economic and Social Committee 

EFC Economic and Financial Committee (EU) 
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EFTA European Free Trade Association  

EGF European Globalisation Adjustment Fund 

EIB European Investment Bank 

EIGE European Institute for Gender Equality 

EJM European Jobs Monitor 

ELA European Labour Authority 

EMCO Employment Committee (EU) 

EPMS Eurofound Performance Monitoring System 

EPSCO Employment, Social Policy, Health and Consumer Affairs Council (EU) 

EPSO European Personnel Selection Office  

EPSR European Pillar of Social Rights  

EPSU European Public Service Union 

EQLS European Quality of Life Survey 

ERM European Restructuring Monitor 

ESF European Social Fund 

ESSDC European sectoral social dialogue committee 

ESSP European Semester Spring Package 

ETF European Training Foundation 

EU-LFS European Union Labour Force Survey 

EU-OSHA European Agency for Safety and Health at Work 

Eurofound European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 

EU-SILC European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions 

EWC European works council 

EWCS European Working Conditions Survey 

FDI Foreign direct investment 

FRA European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights 

FTE  full-time equivalent  

GDP gross domestic product 
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GDPR General Data Protection Regulation 

Horeca  hotel, restaurant and catering sector 

HR human resources 

ICT information and communications technology 

ILO International Labour Organization 

IoT internet of things 

IPA Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance 

ISCED International Standard Classification of Education  

ISCO International Standard Classification of Occupations  

JRC Joint Research Centre 

KPI key performance indicator 

LFS Labour Force Survey (written as EU-LFS see above) 

LGBTIQ lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, non-binary, intersex and queer (LGBTIQ) people 

MFF Multiannual Financial Framework 

MNE multinational enterprise 

MoU Memorandum of Understanding 

NACE NACE (Nomenclature of Economic Activities) – European statistical classification of economic 
activities, from the French nomenclature des activités économiques dans la Communauté 
Européenne 

NEET not in employment, education or training (EU indicator) 

NGO non-governmental organisation 

NRP national reform programme 

NUTS Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics 

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

OLAF European Anti-Fraud Office 

OP Publications Office (EU) 

OSH occupational safety and health 

R&D research and development 

RRF Recovery and Resilience Facility 
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SCP Stability and Convergence Programme 

SDG Sustainable Development Goal 

SES Structure of Earnings Survey 

SME small and medium-sized enterprise 

SMEUnited Association of Crafts and SMEs in Europe 

SPC Social Protection Committee (EU) 

TEU Treaty on European Union 

TFEU Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 

Webinar web-based seminar 

WHO World Health Organization 

WTO World Trade Organisation 

Notes: The table is not inclusive and is only meant to serve as a guide. European Commission and European 
Council are never abbreviated. 
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The European Foundation for the Improvement of 
Living and Working Conditions (Eurofound) is a 
tripartite European Union Agency established in 1975. 
Its role is to provide knowledge in the area of social, 
employment and work-related policies according to 
Regulation (EU) 2019/127.  
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